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ABSTRACT

A dense (-1017crrr3) ~lasma has been heated via the relat

L. Sheffield

ivistic
two-stream lnstabi;ity using a 3MeV, intense (5xI05A/cm2] electron
beam. Evidence for heating has been obtained with diamagnetic loops,
~hin-foil witness plates, and a ?-channel, hrcad-band soft x-ray dstector.
Measurements of energy loss from the beam us’ng calorimetry technique~
h:lvebeen attempted. The measured strong clepsndence of heatinq on beam
transverse temperature and the very short irlteractictnlength (<4cm) are
consistent with l]emll-plasm~coupling due to the relativistic electron-
eli’ctron tWO-Stredlil instability. Soft X-ray measurements made >17(Jns
after the h~ai]!pIJlsI.!ar(’corl~ist~nt.with a Plaswd tenlp~rdture < 15fkV and
line emission n~ar $0-.9WV.

INTRODUCTION

Two-clilllensit~flill~[)lllpliti’tsimul,ll.iotlr.,(1,7) predict. that a cold, illt~:nse

pldsmd ttwrm{dl f? IIPIoqv. “III( trdltsf(’r tak[’spldct vid thp fast <il.(Will(l

electr(l-t?tic two ‘.tt.(’,lmiflstal~iliL.y,I’la$md ht?atinq at dcl]sities of up

?.(J ]/’(’(.111-3, dpI)(lIrS ttl[yotr’: ical ly po!.:.iblo.

101(”‘ ‘m-~) with d lNIdIII(I,ltlf,ity (111)) of ](1’firIII-3, ,,t ](l!t;fII,-:~

Thr iliitiillr[I’,(1111.frnm ttli~f’kll{’rim~’lltt,lr)tirdOUI Jf -1[)1 /’(.”,-.! ,1,,vt,

tMIIIIIrllljortf.ul(Il~ltIWllCirlI($,(1), 111)1.{1, wv (liv(~ furth(lt. dl~trli Ik of t.11~’

ol)\IIr.v,ll iot]< witfl parl i( IIllIr dt[t’rll iorlto IIICJ[Ir][’).(lyto)lt.(lntof Itw

h(’at (’(I p l,lwltl,



DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

Experimental Parameters. The parameters have been chosen according to

guide lines established by thode (7) to optimize energy transfer to a

1017
-1018CM-3

plasma. From 2ef. 7 the fraction of the beam’s energy

transferred by a cold beam is given by AW/W = 1.5S (1 + 1.5S)-5’2 where

S = 02Y(nb/2ne)
1/3 is the interaction “strength parameter.”

‘b
and ne are the beam and plasma electron densities while 6 and Y are the

usual relativizcic factors. AW/W is maximized at a value of 0.18 for

s-o.45r This maximum is based on a strictly one-dimensional analysis.

Optimized transfer efficiencies for a two-dimensionai ideal interaction

can be expected to be higher. To achieve optimum interaction, the beam

must be colci,having a transverse temperature -30 millir~dians.

For this experiment the relevant parameters have been chosen to be
~=7 n ~1014rnr3

‘b- , and ne-lCJ17cm-3, giving S=0.56. In the

future, it is expected to be ~hle to increasl?n~ to near 1018cnl-3

and Ywill be increased to -10 in order to maintain S near its optimal

Vzlue.

Braindescription. The bean]cross-section is a very thin annulus 2cnl in—-—
diameter and

current. drns”

pe,~kkinetic

of a 1/2’ par

trdpazoidal.

cdlotimet.er q

variatiofl is

30@Pm thick. The peak ~urrent is -70kA t’csulting in a peak

ty of o*4r”lA/crlL The pulse width is -50ns (FWHM) while the

en~rgy is -3NeV. The cur-rent wavr?fc)rmis t-oughly ttleshap~

od sine wnve while the voltagf’ waveforni is ~pproximatel.y

Th~ total energy content of the beam measured tttthe

s ‘8kJ per pulse but vdries ‘IOp(from shot-to-shot. This

apparent.l,yduP to diode impedance collaps~ that occurs dt.



m“ The experiment has been operated using both neutral and

preionized hydrogen targets at fill pressures varying fromO.1 to 10

torr. The data presented here were taken at 2 torr. Preionization is

accomplished by means of a Z-discharge (40 kA peak current) that takes

place between the diode

Figure 1).

foil and the small graphite calorimeter (see
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Fig. 1 Configuration of experiment.
Diagnostics. The diagnostics comprise three diamagnetic loops, two

alternate graphite calorimeters (one large, one small), two thin-foil

witness plates In front of the larger calorimeter, and a two-channel soft

x-ray detector. The diagnostics, except for thr?soft x-ray detector (to

be discussed below), are situated as shown schematically in Figure 1,

The three dian’agnetic loops are located 4.5,7.5 and 14.5cm from the

foil and are identified as loop nurrber l,?,and 3 respectively. Each is an

electrostatically shielded one-turn coil with a radius of 2 cm. The

interaction chamber wall radius is 3cIp. Their sensitivity is El/, 2!IxA

Joules/m, where A is the signal amplitude in volts.

El/, is the averag~ p~rpenrlicular plama en~rgy cuntent per-unit-lrn~:th

deposited within the loop civcllmference.

Th~ graphite calorimeter placed in the fringing field of the magrl~t

weighs ‘700g. It is shielded from thermal contact with the hot plasnld by

two thirlfoils. The first foil is 251mI thick molybdenum that absorks -1%

of the beam mc?rgy, but ‘100’’;,ofthe plasma energy incident upon it. ThP

second foil (15unlTi) shields the calorimeter against cnerqy radiated 11.v

thr ftrst foil.

The ultra soft x-ray dutector is net rhowtl irl Figurt! 1, l)ut It, IS

positioned to look at thu plasma betwe~n diwagrwtic loops 2 and J,



Its construction is shown schematically in Figure 2. Each channel

consists of a 0.254 mm thick NE1G2 scintillator shielded from stray

visible light by a very thin aluminium foil. X-ray produced visible

light from the scintillators is piped by pure quartz fiber optics to

heavily shielded photomultiplier tubes ‘2m away. The use of pure quartz

fiber optics and heavy shielding of the PM tubes was necessary to reduce

the interference signal generated by the electron beam gamna pulse, but

Icspite the use of best available synthetic fused-silica fibers, it proved

impossible to obtain useful x-ray data before about 100ns after the end of

the beam pulse.

Fig. 2. Schematic
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of two-foil soft x-ray detector.
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Fig. 3.

Diamagr,~tic Loops.

loops No, 1 (upper

Diamagn(?tic loop amplitudes (volts) vs. time.

OBSERVATIONS

TypicI?l scope traces of the outputs of diamagnetic

traces) and No. 2 (lower traces) are shown ir]Figure 3.

The traces are uncorrected for a slight integrator droop (RC=2usec). The

vertical and horizontal scales are 5V and 200ns per div. respectively, The

lower panels show the ~~rresponding dam.lge p?tterns on the small

calorimeter(see also Figure 1). The left panels were obtained with a cold

(iif-?2mrad) beam while the right panels were taken with a relatively

warm beam (~if=105mracl). The divergence angles (fit) given here are

those mean scattering angles due to scattering in the diode foil only and



do not include contributions to the beam temperature from diode emission

processes.The beam is on during the first ‘100ns. After this time the

signals are not affected by the beam and represent the perpendicular

component of energy deposited in the plasma by the beam. Note the

sensitivity of the signal amplitudes to the beam temperature. This

relationship between plasma heating and beam transverse temperature is

evidence for heating via the relativistic two-strain instability discussed

in detail in references (5 and 6). The damped periodic modulation on the

signals is due to radial magnetoacoustic ringing. It is not present when

neutral gas targets are used.

The calorimeter burn patterns show an azimuthal bunching

(filamentation) of the beam observed at distances greater than a fewcm

from the diode foil. This bunching occurs whether or not the beam !s cold

(plasma heating turned on or off) and whether or not the target is

preionizcd. As can be seen from the figure, the azimuthal mode number

increases and the amplitude of the filamentation apparently decreases when

the two-stream instability is operative (cold beam). The presence of the

two-stream thus apDears to weaken the azimuthal filamentation; perhaps by

means of thickening of the beam’s annular width via enhanced scattering.

Using signal amplitudes from all three loops, the total energy residing

in the plasma has been measured to be ‘1!, (80J) of the beam’s total energy

content. However, because of very rapid thermal conduction losses, this

represents only a lower limit on the total ener~~’ transfer efficiency (5).

Witness foils. Another method of establishing a lower limit to the

beam-plasma energy transfer is to evalucts the energy required to produce

the observed damage to the calorimeter foi”ls . As mentioned above, a thin

(25Pm) molybdenumf oil shields the c~lorimeter from the beam heated

plasma. Energy conducted axially from the hot plasma is transported by

relatively low energy electrons and is absorbed within a few urnof the

surface of this “witness” foil.

Lw

Fig. 4a.
Witness foil, hut beam.

Fig, 41).
Witness foil, cold beam.



Figure 4 contrasts the typical damage caused to a witness foil by the

beam alone (Figure 4a) with the additional damage caused by the beam-heated

plasma (Figure 4b). The only difference in the two shots was the thickness

of the diode foil (beam temperature). Figure 4a was obtained with a 30Pm

titanium diode foil ( ’190 mrad and little or no plasma heating) while

Figure 4b was obtained with a 7.6U mylar foil (-20 mrad and maximum plasma

heating). The beam and plasma cross-sections are expanded by a factor of

’30 at the foil position in the fringing field of the magnet th’~s insuring

that the foil is not melted by energy absorbed from the beam alone.

The amount of energy delivered by the beam-heated plasma to the witness

foil can be conservatively estimated as follows: a) Determine the area of

the foil struck by the beam. Evaluation cf figure 4a gives 3.1cm2. b)

Determine the area melted and/or ablated away. Figure 4b gives 5.5cm2.

c) Assume that the beam-struck area is brought up to near the melting

temperature by the beam and need be further supplied with only the heat of

fusion to produce the observed melting. This !s ’20J for 3.1cm2 of 25um

thick Mo, d) Finally assume that the remaining melted area was brought up

from room temperature aridmelted by energy supplied from the hot plasma.

This requires ’67J for 2.4cm2. Thus a minimum total energy of 87J is

required from the plasma to produce the observed melting of the foil. All

other energy loss mechanisms from the plasma and from the witness foil such

es radiation, ablation, radial thermal conduction, thermal energy loss from

thr:diode end of the heated coiumn, heating and ionization of cold, neutral

gas between the interaction regicm near the diode foil and the kitness

foil, etc. have been neglected and are significant, Thus foil melting, in

agreement with the diamagnetic loop sign~;s, indicates an al,soluteminimum

energy coupling of -17 .

Calorimetry. Because shot-to-shot reproducibility of b~am energy content

has limited the usefulness of simple calorimetry in dfiterminlrrgbeam-plasma

coupling efficiency, self normalizing calorimetry experiments are being

carried out. For these expe~imerrt~ only 1/2 the beam is allowed to

interact with the plasma. This is accomplished by dividing the diode foil

along a diameter iritothick (50Pm Tl) and thin (7.5Pm mylar) halves. The

calorimeter Is also split to register the energy content of the two beam

halves separately. The resulting calorimetry foil damage pattern is shown

in Figure 5. The left half of the beamwas COICI resulting In significant

foil damage from the hbt plasma. The separat.rlx between the twc halves did

not noticably rctate in azimuth during propagation of the beam f~”omthp



diode foil to the calorimeter,

halves. The first seven split

energy coupling of 7.1* 4.6%

Ultra soft x-ray detector. Us’

nor was there significant mixing of the two

foil shots have yielded a beam-plasma

ng very thin (2.25vm) aluminum filters,

x-ray signals from the hot plasma have been observed. It has been

established that the signals are due to plasma-generated x-rays by noting

that they are present only when plasma heating occurs (as shown by the

diamagnetic loop signals). When a slightly thicker foil (3.Oum) is

Installed on one of the channels, the signal falls by a factor -30.

..,.,.,.,,.,. .,, ,,,,.

LmAlmlum
,- ,.,

Fig. 5. Split beam witness foil.

Although it is not possible to unambiguously assess the meaning of

this measurement with no knowledge “f the spectral shape of the emission,

some qllalitative conclusions can be drawn: The first is that the detector

is not likely to be responding to plasma bremsstrahlung. The factor of 30

mentioned above could be explained by bremsstrahlung of low enough

temper~ture (T-50 eV), but at this temperature the observed absolute x-

ray flux intensity is at least a factor of ten too high. * ~017cm-3

Ilydrogen plasma even with significant impurity concentrations can not

radiate enough bremstrahlung power at -50 e’1temperature to explain the

observed signal amplitudes. A temperature - 150eV would be required.

The conclusion, then, is that the detectors are responding to narrow band

(line) radiation. The mass absorption coeffici~nt ot aluminum is correct

(u = 1.7X104cn?/g) at two enurgi~s Lo explain the factor of 30: 1) at

EiO-9(le’Jin the L-edge absorption minimum; and 2) at ‘400eV. However the

apparent lack of bremstrahlung makes it unlikely that very much line

energy is being radiated at 400eV. Thus we cnnclude that the scintil’~tor

x-ray detwtor is responding mostly to narrow-band radiation at - [10-90e\

and that Tp,asma < 150PV,



SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Although the results discussed here are preliminary, significant

information has been gained from the experiment. As discussed in (5),

experimental evidence indicates that a beam-plasma coupling via the

relativistic two-stream instability has been observed. The coupling

efficiency is certainly greater than l%but could be up to 5%of the total

energy content of the beam. This is to be compared to theoretical

predictions ranging from 20 to 50%, but these are two-dimensional, ideal

simulations where the bealllparameters are constant in time. Some of the

total energy content of the beam (from 25°uto as much as 3590)is delivered

during the rising and falling portions of the pulse where Y is low and

changing rapidly in time. Although the observed coupling efficiency is

lower than ideal theory would predict, it is not necessary to conclude

that there is basic disagreement between predicted and observed energy

transfer. In the future, characterization, scaling, and optimization of

the interaction with respect to parameters such asy, nb/ne, magnetic

field and beam temperature, will continue to be explored a,,dcompared with

theoretical models.
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